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ABSTRACT
The probletn of determining a phylogeny of maximum parsimony from a Fjiven set of
protein sequences is defined. It is shown that this problem is what is called, i 1 computer
science, NP-complete. The implication of this result is that it is equivalent in difficulty to a
host of other problems in combinatorial optimization which are notorious for their
intractability. This implies that it is more fruitful to attempt to develop heuristic techtiques
(which do not guarantee maximum parsimony but which do run in reasonable computer
time) than to try to develop exact algorithms for phylogery construction.

1. INTRODIJCTION
There have been many recent attempts by scientists to analyze the
variance between proteins of different taxa in order to produce phylogenetic
trees or phylogenies of maximum parsimony. (!See for example Fitch and
Margoliash [4], Foulds et al. [8], and Hendy et al.. [ 151.) This paper examines
the computational complexity of a specific variation of this problem. A
phylogeny is to be constructell for a given set of taxa by using a set of
homologous sequences derived from the same protein, one for each taxon,
that are all of the same length. We shall deal with nucleotide sequences, and
assume that each character in each sequence will be occupied by exactly one
of the four character states: A, C, G, or U. (Amino acid sequences can ‘be
readily converted into nucleotide sequences by any of a number of methocis,
including those of Fitch and Margoliash [A],Moore et al. [ 161,and Penny et
al. [17].)
The optimality criterion is to minimize the number of nucleotide substitutions. It is equivalent to the minimum mutation distance criterion of Moore
et al. [ 161 and includes the total of the minimum weight of the amino acid
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changes together with any additional nucleotide substitutions that are necessary because of the structure of the phylogeny and sequence redundancy. Use
of this criterion has been justified by Fitch [7] and others. A method for
calculating the minimum possible number of nucleotide substitutions for a
given phylogeny was presented by Fitch [5] and by Fitch and Farris 163.The
method was placed on a firm mathematical basis by Hartigan [ 141 and by
Moore et al. [ 161.
It is assumed that nucleotide substitution is reversible in the sense that if
nucleotide LYis substituted for nucleotide p at a particular character of a
specific sequence, then it is possible for the later substitution j: /3 ---)1x to
occur. This assumption represents a generalization of the problem of Camin
and Sokal [l] and of Eastabrook [3], where substitutions were considered
irreversible. Thus the point in the phylogeny representing the common
ancestor of all species does not affect the minimality criterion, and the
phylogeny produced will have undirected branches or links.
The problem is to construct a phylogeny in which each operational
taxonomic unit ((OTU) is represented by a unique point. All other points
represent hmothetical taxonomic units (HTUs), each with a new, distinct
sequence introduced in order to minimize the total number of nucleotide
substitutions required to connect the given set of taxa. Note that it is nut
necessary for the OTUs to be associated with only the branch tips or end
points of the phylogeny, nor for the phylogeny to be bifurcating in the sense
that all interior points are of degree three. This represents a departure from
the more restrictive problem studied by Fitch [7].
It is assumed that all sequences are contracl.ed by the removal of their
character states at character j if j is a singularity or an equivalent position, as
defined in Fitch [7]. Thus only positions which can affect the structure of the
most parsimonious phylogeny are present.
We turn now to identification of the most parsimonious phylogeny. Let N
be the common sequence length and A4 be the number of taxa under study.
As N and 1Mare finite, it would appear theoretically possible to enumerate all
possible phylogenies and choose those with the minimum number of substitutions. Unfortunately N and M are usually at least 100 and 20 respectively in
any realistic biological study. This means that the number of possibilities is
enormous. The actual number of phylogenies for specific values of M has
been calculated for both general and bifurcating trees by Foulds and
Robinson [% lo]. In order to establish the conrple.xity of the problem we
develop some mathematical machinery in the next section.
2. THE STEINER PROBLEM IN PHYLOGENY
A mathematical definition of the problem described in the last section will
now be developed with the use of graph theory. A graph’ G comprises an
’For undefined graph-theoretic terminology see Harary [ 131.
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ordered pair of sets ( I’, E) where I/ is a nonempxy, finite set of points and E
is a set of unordered pairs of points of V, called linej. Each line e E E is
commonly denoted by the form (vi, Vj}, the unordered pair of points
vi, bj E V which it represents. A weighted graph comprises an ordered pair
(G, w) where G is a graph and w is a function w : E’ + IF8 where E is the line
set of G. It is common to denote W((vi, vj]) by wi, for each (vi, v,) E E. A
path between points v0 and v, in a graph G = ( v, E) is a sequence of the
form

where ViEV, and (v,,v,+JEE
for i=O,1,2. . . . . m-l.
If v~=v,,~, the
resulting structure is termed a cycle. A graph without cycles is termed act,clic.
If S c I/, S is said to be connected in G if there exists at least one path in G
between every pair of points in S. If t’ is connected in G, then the graph
G = ( V, E) is said to be connected.
The Steiner problem in graphs (WC) involve a connected weighted graph
(G, w) where G = ( V, E) and a nonemptj’ set X C:
-_ V. Th.e objective is to find
a subset T c E such that
(1) (X, T) is a tree (a connected acyclic graph) called a Steiner minimal
tree (SMT’),
(2) Z{p,,p,)ETWij
is a minimum.
The optimization problem described in the introduction is a close cousin
of the SPG, and we now slhow the relationship.
Let A be the set of symbols called characters of which the sequences are
made up. Let IAl = r. Let S= {sI,s2 ,..., s,) be the given set of M sequences. Then if each sequence is N characters long, S C A X A X - . . X A =
A”‘. Let&= thejth character of si, i=1,2 ,..., A4,j=1,2 ,..., N.
We now define a distance function d: AN X AN -+ N. For S,, S,)E A * define
6;” =

1

if

0

otherwise

fuj + fo/

I

j= 1,2 ,..., N.

’

Define
N

d(s,

,s,) =

r, 6',?
j=l

That is, d( S,4,S,) is the number of positions at which St, and S, differ.
Consider now the weighted graph (G, d) where G = (A*, S*) and S* =
((S,, s,) : d(S,, &,) = 1). The problem of construe ting the phylogeny of maximum parsimony is a special case of the SPG on if where X, the given subset
of points to be connected, is S. We call this problem the Steiner problem in
phylogeny (SPP).
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In the next section qu+eintroduce a special class of problems, called
NP-complete, to which the SPP belongs.
3. TME COMPLEXITY
PROBLEMS

OF

COMBINATORIAL

OPTIMIZATION

We begin this section by introducing the subject of combinatorial optimization (CD), as the SPP is an example of a CO problem. Combitfatorial
mathematics is often described as the study of the arrangement and selection
of discrete objects. A part of this subject, combinatorial optimizat.ion, is
coocerne~.l witfii identifying the best possible arrangement or selection from
among all those possible. As there are usually a finite number of possibilities
for any given problem, it is theoretically possible to examine them all and
choose the best. Unfortunately, for most nontrivial problems there are too
many solutions for this approach to be feasible. For example, c’onsider the
problem finding the shortest path which visits each of a given set of n cities.
Even if each of the n ! possible paths could be evaluated in a billionth of a
second, it would still take over 16,000 years to find the best when p2= 21.
It is therefore of interest to attempt to design algorithms which are more
effective than complete enumeration. We turn now to the question of
evaluating the effectiveness of an algorithm. The concept of effectiveness was
placed on a firm scientific foundation by Jack Edmonds [2], whose work
caused the following convention to be adopted generally by those concerned
with algorithm efficiency:
An algorithm is considered to be effective if it can guarantee to solve any
instance of the problem for which it was designed by performing a number of
elementary computational steps and the number can be bounded by a
polynomial function of the size of the problem.
It is assumed that computational time is linearly proportional to the
number of elementary computational steps required to implement the algorithm. The size of a specific instance of a problem is defined to be the
number of symbols required to descrit:e it.
It is a valid question to ask tihether an effective, or “polynomially
bounded time,” algorithm can be devised for a given CO problem. There
exist CO problems for which it has been shown that no effective algorithm
exists, and others for which polynomial time algorithms have been devised.
This second class of problems is denoted by P (for polynomial). However,
one important point should be noted. For certain intances of practical
problem size, say m, there are problems in P that are intractable and
problems not in P that are tractable. For example, if m = 1000 a problem not
in P with an algorithm requiring time of order e”.(D’nris tractable. But a
problem in P with an algoriihm requiring time of order m9 ( = 1027) is
intractable. Some mathematical programming problems have the former
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( 1) belongs to
NP and (2) has the ploperty that if an effective algorithm is found for it, then
an effective algorithm can be found for every problem in NP. In this sense
the NP-complete problems are the hardest in Nl? To establish the status of a
CO problem for which no effective algorithm is kncwn, it is usual to employ
the concept of reducibility. A problem pi if said to be reducible to the
problem p2 (written p z a p2) - (the existence of’an effective algorithm for p2
3 the existence of an effective algorithm for p, )..The followire rest.,lt is often
used to establish that a problem p2E NP is NP-complete.
THEOREM

3.1

If p 1 is NP-corn~~lezand p,
Proof.

0~ p2,

then p2 is also NP-complete.

Garey and Johnson [ 1, p. 3 81.

There is another relevant result.
THEOREM

3.2

If there exists p, an NP-complete problem for which an qffective algorithm
exists, then P = NP.
Proqf

Garey and Johnson

[ii.

Many of the problems in NP have defied the attempts to find effective
algcsrithms of some of the best mathematicians over the past 30 years. There
is also more objective circumstantial evidence that P # NP. Thus it seems
unlikely that an effective algorithm exists for any of the NP-complete
problems. Hence the fact that a problem is NP-complete is considered
justification for heuristic procedures to be applied to it, that is, procedures
which do not guarantee to produce an optimal solution for every instance of
the problem. The challenge is to find heuristics with good performance
guarantees which are also effective in the sense defined earlier.
What we shall show in the next section is that even when A comprises just
two elements, the SPP for AN is NP-complete.’
‘Strictly speaking, we really should be considering the problem of deciding whether A’
has a Steiner tree with length at most some prespecified value L.
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4. TIE sPP Is NP-COMPLETE
THEOREM 4.1 (THE MAIN RESULT)

For a fi-xed positive integer N, denote A N by Q., . The
weighted graph (G, d) with point set QN isjust the I-skeleton of the N-cube. To
show that the Steiner problem forQN is NP-complete (which we will denote by
SPQ), MTe
will reduce the known [ 121 NP-Complete problem qf the exact 3-cover
to SPQ. A general instance of the exact 3-cover (X3C) has the following form:
Let

A = (0,1).

Input: X- (F,,&,.B*, F,), where I&l=3
IGi<n;
X3C:

Does 3c cmtain

m sets ‘;;:, , .

l

l

, F;,,

and ec(I,2

,..., Jm)sI,,,

whose union is Ij,,?

Note that if X does contain such &,, then they must be disjoint.
We now give the details for the construction of the desired corresponding
instance of SPQ. TO begin with we set N = 4m( n +3m + 1). A point 4 =

(4 ,,...,qN)EQN
of length 4m:

Cavl be thou@t

o f as

consisting of n + 3m + 1 blocks, each

To each integer i, 0 < i d 3m, define a point x, by taking in (1)

and all other Xj and all Yk to be
4m

tr*I
0,o ,..., 0

3.

Similarly, for 1 G j G n , define si to have Xi = 6 for all i, q = 1 m,$ Yk= 0

for all k # j. Intuitively, for i + 0, Xi will correspond to the integer i, and s,
will correspond to the 3-set I;;.
Next, if i E F/ *Iwedefine a sequence of points .~i,,( k), 0 G k G 8m - 1, as
follows: .

x,,,(k) = (x,,,...,X,(k),...,x~,,;
Y,,u., T(k) ,..., q,)
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where XU= 6, u # i, Y, = 0, u + j, and

x,=i,

k -4m
‘o,o,...,o”liT7

8m-k
9

9*.-Y

9

41m<kGm--1,

Als~definex,,~(C)asaboveforallj,kwhere
l~j+z,O~k~&m--1.
Note that xl, j(0) = xi for 1 G i G 3m. Observe (for future reference) that
the x,, j( k) form “chains” from xi to sj where consecutive points on the chain
have distance 1.
The set X= X(x) will consist of the 8m(3m + l)n points (xi, J( k):O s i
<3m, l<j<n,O<k<8m1). We point c IQthas X has a spanfling tree
with maximum line weight 2. This implies (see [ 111)tha; a2y line in an SMT
for X has length at most 2. Define
LO

=4,(8m-1)+4m,

and le: L,s( X) denote the weight of an SMT for X.
THEOR EP f 4.2

rf %Ihas an X3C then L,( Xl s Lo.
Proof Let cl,..., F;.,,be an exact 3-cover of IJnl. For 1G k G m, adjoin to
X the Steiner points $=(X0 ,..., X3,,,,Y,,...) Y,)with X,=0, lGiG3m,
Yj,,=i, 3 = 6, j # jk. An easy calculation shows that Xs = XU (sk : 1G k S,
m> ha;j a spanning tree of weight Lo; just form the spanning tree consisting
of all we&@ 1 lines for X’.
L,t us call an SMT for X greedy if it uses all the weight 1 lines between
points in X.
THEOREM

4.3

X has (7greedy SMT with length L,(X).
Proofi Suppose T is an SMT for X with weight strictly less than any
greedy SMT. Thus, some line e of ,weight 1 does not occur in T. Adjoin e to
T, thereby forming a cycle C. Some line e’ in C must be incident to a Steiner
point s of T (since the weight 1 lines in X do not fform any cycles). Form the
SMT T’ by deleting the line e’. Since
weight( e’) 3 1 = weight( e),
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then
weight( T’) G weight(T).
However, T is by hypotheses an SMT, so that in fact
weight( L’) = weight(T) = L,(X).
Note that T’ contains one more weight 1 line between points of X th.an T.
Theorem 4.3 now follows by induction. ’
THEOREM 4.4

If L,(X) G L, then x has ai1 X3C.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3 we can assume X has a greedy SMT T’ with
weight( T’) G L,,. As usual, we can assu..mewithout loss of generality that
every Steirxr point of T’ has degree at least 3. For 0 6 i g 3m, define the
subtree r/; of T’ to be the tree induced by the points x,J k); 1 G j G n,
0 G k G 8m - 1. By construction, all lines of T, have weight 1. We can think
of T’ as being formed by connecting the 25together with a set E of lines, each
of which is incident to some Steiner point. Observe that since
Eweight(7j:) =4&3m

- I),

(2)

then

2 weight(e) G4m.

(3)

eC?E

A key fact to be noted is this: For any i,(iz<i3<i4<i5

and :my

~EQ,,

where d( q, T,) denotes the minimutn distance from q to a point of Ti. [This is
the reason that subblocks of length 4m are used ;Y he definition of the

~i,,(Ol
A consequence of this observation is that no compov,lentof E can have more
than two Steiner points. Otherwisz, some Steiner point of T’ would be
connected by paths in E to (at least) five different T’s which, a”‘~(3), would
force
weight(T’)Mn@m-1)+&m

=L,.
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Tk

(ii)

FIG. 1. Possible components o L;

Thus, there are at most four types of connected zomponents Ek which can
be formed by lines from E (also called full Steine * subtrees; see [l I]). They
are shown in Figure 1.
In Table 1 we list for each case a lower bound on the weight of Ek, the
decrease A( E,J in the number of components dl:e to Ek, and p, a lower
bound on the ratio weight( &)/A( Ek). Note! that fo * all of E, weight(E) G 4m
and A(e) = 3m; thus, p(E) G$.
Therefore, the only possibility is that case (iii) holds (with equality) in till
cases. In other words, T’ must have m Steiner poirbts, each of degree 4, with
all connecting lines of weight 1. However, this is only possible if these Steiner
points are m of the sj’s, i.e., wi.th Xi = 6 for a..!1i, vk=i, I$ = 6, j # j,.
Consequently, the corresponding q’s form an exact 3-cover of &,,,.
The preceding facts have as an immediate consequence the following
result.
TABLE i
Case”

Lower BIJund ori
Length ( Ek )

Wk)

P
2

(9

2

(ii)

3

i
a

(iii)

4

3

43

(iv)

5

3

!3

“See F igure 1.

5
3
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THEOREM 4.5

The Steiner problem for the N-cube QN is W-complete.
COROUA R Y

The Steiner problem in phylogeny is NP-complete.
5.

SUMMARY

The problem of constructing phylogenies of maximum parsimony from
nucleotide sequence data has been discussed and defined mathematically as
the Steiner problem in phylogeny. It has been shown that this problem is
NP-complete, which makes the existence of an effective algorithm for it a
remote possibility. This means that it is likely that any SPP algorithm will
require a number of elementary computational steps (and hence time) which
is an exponential function of the size of the problem. Realistic biological
studies typically involve over 20 taxa, each represented by a sequence of over
100 characters. Any construction procedure whose running time is not
polynomially bounded will require an enormous amount of time. This result
makes it much more realistic to attempt to devise heuristic solution procedures which run in reasonable computational time.
The uuthors are grateful to an anonymom reviewer who made a useju!
suggestion which was udopted in the discussionon intractabilityin Section 3.
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